
Historical Fiction

Title Author Call # AR Level # of Pages
Description

Abduction, The Newth, Mette FIC NEW 183

Based on the actual kidnapping of Inuit Eskimos by European traders in the 17th century.

Across Five Aprils Hunt, Irene FIC HUN 6.6 190

Jethro is a young farm boy in Illinois when the Civil War erupts. As he and his family confront the terror of war, he takes on huge 
responsibilities and becomes a wise and compassionate young man.

Across the River and Into the Trees Hemingway, Ernes t FIC HEM 283

Venice at the close of World War II. The story of a middle-aged American colonel who finds love with a young Italian countess at the very 
moment when his life is becoming a physical hardship to him.

Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie Gregory, Kristi ana FIC GRE 5.5 168

This book tells, in diary format, the story of Hattie Campbell and her family on the Oregon Trail.

Adam of the Road Gray, Elizabeth Janet FIC GRA 6.5 317

England, 13th century.  When Adam is separated from his minstrel father and his dog, he begins a search which takes him to London, 
Winchester and Oxford, where they are reunited.  Through his eyes, life and history in medieval England are revealed.

African, The Courlander, Harold FIC COU 311

Chronicles the experiences of a young African boy, Hwesuhunu, who is kidnapped from his homeland. His story recreates the horrors of the 
Middle Passage and the degradation of slavery.

After the War Matas, Carol FIC MAT 4.9 133

After World War II, Ruth, a 15-year-old survivor of Buchenwald, has nowhere to turn. Recruited by Brichah, an underground organization that 
helps people get to Palestine, Ruth risks her life to lead a group of children there.

Ah, But Your Land is Beautiful Paton, Alan FIC PAT 271

South Africa, 1952-1958. Chronicles South Africa's racial unrest, incorporating such events as the Suppression of Communism Act and the 
destruction of Sophia town.

Airman Colfer, Eoin FIC COL 5.8

In the late nineteenth century, when Conor Broekhart discovers a conspiracy to overthrow the king, he is branded a traitor, imprisoned, and 
forced to mine for diamonds under brutal conditions while he plans a daring escape from Little Saltee prison by way of a flying machine that 
he must design, build, and, hardest of all, trust to carry him to safety.

Ajeemah & His Son Berry, James FIC BER 4.4 83

In 1807, at the height of the slave trade, Ajeemah and his son, Atu, are snatched by slave traders from their home in Africa while en route to 
deliver a dowry to Atu's bride-to-be.

Alaska Michener, James FIC MIC 868

The exciting high points in the story of Alaska, since the American acquisition, are brought vividly to life.  The author places less on the 
historical and more on the characters, real or fictional, who made them happen.

Aleutian Sparrow Hesse, Karen FIC HES 5.7 156

An Aleutian islander recounts her suffering during World War  II in American interment camps designed to "protect" Americans from the 
invading Japanese.
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Alias Grace Atwood, Margaret Eleanor FIC ATW 6.9 468

Takes readers back in time and into the life of one of the most enigmatic and notorious women of the nineteenth century, Grace Marks, 
convicted for her involvement in the vicious murders of her employer and his mistress.

All Quiet On The Western Front Remarque, Erich Maria FIC REM 6.0 256

A group of young German recruits go from idealism to disillusionment with war.

All The Pretty Horses McCarthy, Cormac FIC MCC 301

A modern day western full of horses, gunplay and romance.

All the Stars in the Sky McDonald, Megan FIC MCD 5.3 188

A girl's diary records the year 1848 during which she, her brother, mother, and stepfather traveled the Santa Fe trail from Independence, 
Missouri, to Santa Fe.

Amelia's War Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.0 265

When a Confederate general threatens to burn Hagerstown Maryland, unless it pays an exorbitant ransom, 12 year old Amelia and her 
brother find a way to save them.

Amistad Barnes, Joyce Annette FIC BAR 120

Amistad is the true story of a group of illegally enslaved Africans who overthrew their captors in 1839. As a result, they faced a series of 
courtroom battles that called into question the controversial institution of slavery and their rights as human beings.

An Acquaintance With Darkness Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 3.6 294

When her mother dies and her best friend's family is implicated in the assassination of President Lincoln, fourteen year old Emily Pigbush 
must go live with an uncle she suspects of being involved in stealing bodies for medical research.

Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess Meyer, Carolyn FIC MEY 5.8 220

A novel in diary form in which the youngest daughter of Czar Nicholas ll describes the privileged life they led up to the time of World War l.

Anna Karenina Tolstoy, Leo FIC TOL 9.6 807

Anna, miserable in her loveless marriage, does the barely thinkable and succumbs to her desires for the dashing Vronsky.

Anne of Ingleside Montgomery, L.M. FIC MON 6.0

Fifteen years and five children later, Anne begins to wonder if Gilbert still loves her as much as he did on their wedding day.

Annie, Between The States Elliott, Laura FIC ELL 5.5 535

Instead of spending her teen years at parties and balls, Annie finds herself nursing soldiers and running the household in the midst of the 
Civil War.

April Morning Fast, Howard FIC FAS 6.1

Adam Cooper has a little brother who annoys him and a father who fails to appreciate him. Adam dares to sign the muster roll of the 
Lexington militia.

Art Of Keeping Cool, The Lisle, Janet Taylor FIC LIS 5.0 207

In 1942 Robert and his cousin Elliot uncover long-hidden family secrets while staying in their grandparents Rhode Island town.
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Ashes Of Roses Auch, Mary Jane FIC AUC 4.4 250

Sixteen-year-old Margaret Rose Nolan, newly arrived from Ireland, finds work at New York City's Triangle Shirtwaist factory before the 1911 
fire in which 146 employees died.

Astonishing Life of Octavian Nothing Anderson, M.T. FIC AND

Various diaries, letters, and other manuscripts chronicle the experiences of Octavian, a young African American, from birth to age sixteen, as 
he is brought up as part of a science experiment in the years leading up to and during the Revolutionary War.

At The Sign Of The Star Sturtevant, Katherine FIC STU 5.6 140

In seventeenth century London, Meg, who has little interest in cooking, needlework, or other homemaking skills, dreams of becoming a 
bookseller and someday inheriting her widowed father's book store.

Autobiography of Miss. Jane Pittman, The Gaines, Ern est J. FIC GAI 4.6

Fictionalized story of a woman born into slavery on a Louisiana plantation, freed at the end of the Civil War, who lives for one-hundred more 
years.

B For Buster Lawrence, Lain FIC LAW 321

In the spring of 1943, sixteen year old Kak, desperate to escape his abusive parents, lies about his age to enlist in the Canadian Air Force 
and soon finds himself based in England as part of a crew flying bombing raids over Germany.

Babi Yar Anatoli, A. FIC ANA 477

Soviet Union, 1941-1943.  Based on documents such as diaries, interviews, and newspaper clippings, the author (who was 12 at the time), 
documents the period in which Germans, on the outskirts of Kiev, murdered 200,000 people, 50,000 of them Jews.

Beau Geste Wren, Percival Christophe FIC WRE 368

Follows the three Geste brothers and their adventures in the French Foreign Legion.

Becca's Story Forman, James D. FIC FOR 7.0 180

A Civil war romance concerning a Michigan girl and the two soldiers who are rivals for her hand.

Before The Creeks Ran Red Reeder, Carolyn FIC REE 6.0 370

Through the eyes of three different boys, three linked novellas explore the tumultuous times beginning with the secession of South Carolina 
and leading up to the first major battle of the Civil War.

Before We Were Free Alvarez, Julia FIC ALV 5.6 167

Sixteen year old Rose Nolan learns to survive in 1911 America when part of her family is not allowed to immigrate to the U.S. and not return 
to Ireland. She experiences the Triangle shirtwaist factory fire.

Bell for Adano, A Hersey, John FIC HER 5.9 269

World War, 1939-1945 Allied occupation, 1943-1947. The story of an Italian-American major who wins the love and admiration of a small 
Sicilian village when he tries to replace the 700-year-old town bell that was melted down by the Fascists.

Beloved:  A Novel Morrison, Toni FIC MOR 6.0 273

A story set in post Civil War Ohio, of Sethe, an escaped slave, who has risked death in order to wrench herself from a living death

Betrayal, The Lewis, Beverly FIC LEW 6.3 358

Spanning three generations, the compelling novels of the ABRAM'S DAUGHTER'S series introduce four courting-age sisters, their family and 
community, whose way of life and faith in God are as enduring as their signature horse and buggy.
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Beware, Princess Elizabeth Meyer, Carolyn FIC MEY 7.2 214

After the death of her father, King Henry VIII, in 1547, thirteen-year-old Elizabeth must endure the political intrigues and dangers of the reigns 
of her half-brother Edward and her half-sister Mary before finally becoming Queen of England eleven years later.

Beyond Safe Boundaries Sacks, Margaret FIC SAC 6.3 156

South Africa, early 1960's.  Teenaged Elizabeth, growing up in an affluent Jewish family, knows little of apartheid and feels it has nothing to 
do with her.  This changes when her older sister Evie has a romance with a multiracial student leader.

Beyond the Divide Lasky, Kathryn FIC LAS

In 1849, a fourteen-year-old Amish girl defies convention by leaving her secure home in Pennsylvania to accompany her father across the 
continent by wagon train.

Birthday Boys, The Bainbridge, Beryl FIC BAI 189

South Pole, 1910.  Beginning in England, Robert Falcon Scott and the men in his expedition party ready themselves for their exploration of 
the South Pole.

Bittersweet Li, Leslie FIC LI 388

China, 1900-1980.  From a woman's perspective, Bittersweet sums up Chinese society and history by relating her experiences from the time 
of the Boxer Rebellion to the 1970's.

Black Brothers,The Tetzner, Lisa FIC TET 3.9 144

In the middle of the 19th century many young men were sent to Milan to work as slaves.  However Giorgio was able to survive because of the 
friendship he experienced with secret band known as "The Black Brothers"

Black Duck Lisle, Jant Taylor FIC LIS 252

Years afterwards, Ruben Hart tells the story of how, in 1929 Newport R.I., his family and his best friend's family were caught up in the violent 
competition among groups trying to control the local rum-smuggling trade.

Black Gold Bunkley, Anita Richmond FIC BUN 448

Leela Wilder, a proud and beautiful African American woman is caught in the torrent of greed, ambition and prejudice.

Bleak House Dickens, Charles FIC DIC 8.8

The mysteries of Esther Summerson's birth and Mr. Tulkinghorn's murder are worked out against the backdrop of the Jarndyce lawsuit in 
England's Chancery Court.

Bluest Eye, The Morrison, Toni FIC MOR 215

The story of a young black girl, abused by her drunken father, who wishes to have blue eyes so she can be beautiful.

Bomb, The Taylor Theodore FIC TAY 5.6 197

In 1945, when the Americans liberate the Bikini Atoll from the Japanese, fourteen year old Sorry Rinamu does not realize that the next year 
he will lead a desperate effort to save his island home from a much more deadly threat.

Bone Collector's Son, The Yee, Paul FIC YEE 4.6

In 1907 Vancouver, Canada, after helping unearth a skeleton to be returned for burial in China, fourteen-year-old Bing experiences strange 
events that cause him to confront his fear of both ghosts and of his father.

Book of the Lion, The Cadnum, Michael FIC CAD 6.9 204

Crusades, 1189-1192. Chronicles the pageantry and brutality of the Crusades under King Richard.
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Book Thief, The Zusak, Markus FIC ZUS 5.1

Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-
telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.

Borderlands Carter, Peter FIC CAR 423

After being forced from his meager family farm in Texas in 1871, thirteen year old Ben Curtis witnesses some the excitement and cruelty of 
the Old West.

Boston Jane Holm, Jennifer L. FIC HOL 4.9 272

Schooled in the lessons of etiquette for young ladies of 1854, Miss Jane Peck of Philadelphia finds little use for manners during her long sea 
voyage to the Pacific Northwest and while living among the American traders and Chinook Indians of Washington Territory.

Boy and the Samurai, The Haugaard, Erik Christian FIC HAU 5.1 221

16th century.  Sequel to "The Samurai's Tale", orphaned Saru lives on the streets by cunning.  He meets an old samurai who is trying to save 
his wife by outsmarting a rival, and the two work together.

Bread Givers Yerzierska, Anzia FIC YER 297

A struggle between a father of the Old World and a daughter of the New.

Break with Charity, A Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.7 298

While waiting for a church meeting in 1706, Susanna English, daughter of a wealthy Salem merchant, recalls the malice, fear, and 
accusations of witchcraft that tore her village apart in 1692.

Bridges at Toko-Ri, The Michener, James A. FIC MIC 126

Young American fighter pilots get their first taste of the Korean War when assigned to destroy the communist held bridges at Toko-ri.

Brother Wind Harrison, Sue FIC HAR 463

Brother Wind brings to richly imagined life three different people and three different tribes whose destinies are entwined, building to a final, 
dramatic confrontation that thrillingly concludes the trilogy.

Bud, not Buddy Curtis, Christopher Paul FIC CUR 5.0

Ten-year-old Bud, a motherless boy living in Flint, Michigan, during the Great Depression, escapes a bad foster home and sets out in search 
of the man he believes to be his father--the renowned bandleader, H.E. Calloway of Grand Rapids.

Bull Run Fleischman, Paul FIC FLE 5.3 104

Northerners, Southerners, generals, couriers, dreaming boys, and worried sisters describe the glory, the horror, the thrill and the 
disillusionment of the first battle of the Civil War.

But Can The Phoenix Sing? Laird, Christa FIC LAI 230

Seventeen year old Richard discovers the incredible details of his stern and remote stepfather's hidden past when he is left a manuscript to 
read while his stepfather is away in Australia.

By the Great Horn Spoon! Fleischman, Sid FIC FLE 5.1 193

It is 1849 and Jack Flagg stows away on a ship headed for the California gold fields where he plans to recoup his Auntie Arabella's fortune.

Caddie Woodlawn Brink, Carol Ryrie FIC BRI 6.0

The adventures of an eleven-year-old tomboy growing up on the Wisconsin frontier in the mid-nineteenth century.
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Caesar's Women McCullough, Colleen FIC MCC 943

An epic and remarkable saga of great events, intrigues and personages; the story of Gaiua Julius Caesar--the brilliant, beloved patrician who 
was history--and the women he adored.

Calico Captive Speare, Elizabeth George FIC SPE 6.0 274

In August 1754, on the brink of the French and Indian War, James  Johnson, his wife and their children were captured in an Indian raid on 
Charlestown, New Hampshire.

Call Down the Stars Harrison, Sue FIC HAR 446

Storyteller Trilogy # 3. Two storytellers, the quick-witted female Qumalix and the silver-tongued man Yikaas, vie to enchant their tribe with 
astonishing legends that recall the origins of their people and the glory of their own adventures.

Caribbean Michener, James FIC MIC 672

The magnificent story of the struggle for an empire.

Cassandra's Sister Bennett, Veronica FIC BEN 6.3

A fictionalized biography of Jane Austen focusing on her early life growing up with her sister Cassandra in a large country parsonage family in 
southern England, and the experiences and people which may have inspired the plots and characters of her famous novels.

Castaways Of The Flying Dutchman Jacques, Brian FIC JAC 5.4 327

In 1620 a boy and his dog are rescued from the doomed ship, Flying Dutchman, by angel who guides them in traveling the world.

Catch-22 Heller, Joseph FIC HEL 7.1 455

A gut-wrenching satire which attacks the absurdities in the dehumanizing military bureaucracy of WW II.

Catherine, Called Birdy Cushman, Karen FIC CUS 6.4 212

England-1290.  In her diary, 14-year-old Birdy tells all of the intimate details of her life as the daughter of a minor lord.

Caught in the Act (Orphan Train Adventures #02 ) Nix on, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.0 150

1851-1899  Eleven-year-old Michael Patrick Kelly from New York City is sent to a foster home, a Missouri farm with a sadistic owner, a 
bullying son, and a number of secrets, one of which may be murder.

Chamber, The Grisham, John FIC GRI 5.4 676

Twenty two years after the bombing deaths of a civil rights activist's two sons, the Klansman on death row for their murders is mysteriously 
aided in his last appeal by a young lawyer.

Charlotte: Heart of Hope Dokey, Cameron FIC DOK 182

Charlotte is sent to live with her aunt in Baltimore to escape the threat of Indian attacks in the Indiana Territory. She finds herself surrounded 
by both enemies and patriots and doesn't know who to trust.

Chase Haas, Jessie FIC HAA 4.5

In the coal mining region of mid-nineteenth century eastern Pennsylvania, Phin witnesses a murder and runs for his life, pursued by a 
mysterious man and a horse with the instincts of a bloodhound.

Chessboard Queen, The Newman, Sharan FIC NEW 296

Sequel to "Guinevere."  Guinevere is now the beautiful young wife and queen of King Arthur, a position much-coveted by all women of 
Camelot. But nothing in life is ever certain, and soon Guinevere discovers, most alarmingly, her deep and passionate love for another man: 
Lancelot, the most beloved Knight of the Round Table in all of Camelot.
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Chickamauga & Other Civil War Stories Foote, Shelby SC CHI 241

These ten stories of the Civil War give us the experience of marching into an old man's house to tell him it's about to be burned down . . .or 
seeing a childhood friend shot down at Chickamauga.

Children Of The River Crew, Linda FIC CRE 4.3 213

Having fled Cambodia four years earlier to escape the Khmer Rhouge army, seventeen year old Sundara is torn between remaining faithful to 
her own people and enjoying her new life as an American high school student.

Christmas Carol, A Dickens, Charles FIC DIC 6.7

A miser learns the true meaning of Christmas when three ghostly visitors review his past and foretell his future.

Christy Marshall, Catherine FIC MAR 6.2 501

At nineteen Christy Huddleston left home to teach school in the Smoky Mountains.

Circle of Love (Orphan Train Adventures #07 ) Nixon,  Joan Lowery FIC NIX 167

 1851-1899  This romantic historical drama, in which Frances Mary chaperones thirty orphans from New York to Missouri, just as she and her 
siblings were chaperoned six years earlier.

Circle Unbroken Hotze, Sollace FIC HOT 202

Rachel Porter, captured as a child in 1838 by a band of renegade Sioux, finds it hard to adjust after she is recaptured by her minister father.

Citizen Tom Paine Fast, Howard FIC FAS 341

Tom Paine grew up in eighteenth century England as a member of the poorest class in London during a time when the poor were treated like 
throw-away items.

Clan Of The Cave Bear, The Auel, Jean FIC AUE 7.0 495

When an earthquake kills her parents five year old Ayla is discovered by the Clan Of The Cave Bear as she is wandering alone in the forest.

Coal Miners Bride, A: Bartoletti, Susan Campbell FIC BAR 5.5 216

A diary account of thirteen year old Anetka's life in Poland in 1896, marriage to a coal miner, widowhood and immigration to America

Cold Mountain Frazier, Charles FIC FRA 6.9

A Confederate soldier's trek brings him into intimate and sometimes lethal converse with slaves and marauders, bounty hunters and witches, 
both helpful and malign, as he makes his way to his home in the Blue Ridge mountains.

Color Me Dark McKissack, Pat FIC MCK 4.9 218

The diary of Nellie Lee Love, the great migration north

Confederate Battle Stories Greenberg, Martin H.,ed. SC CON 193

Civil war - southern states - 1861-1865.

Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister Maguire, Gregory FIC MAG 6.2 372

On seeing her portrait, a servant girl modeling for an artist in 17th century Holland realizes she is ugly. But the portrait opens her eyes to the 
world of art, she becomes a painter and is transformed by her work so that when a prince charming appears she is no longer ugly.
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Confessions of Nat Turner Styvon, William FIC STY 8.5 455

A black man's confession of the only effective slave revolt in the history of slavery - 1830's.

Constance: A Story of Early Plymouth Clapp, Patricia FIC CLA 255

Diary about the Plymouth colony - Massachusetts - 1620-1691.

Copper Sun Draper, Sharon FIC DRA 302

Two fifteen year old girls, one a slave and the other an indentured servant, escape and try to make their way to Fort Moses Florida, a 
sanctuary for slaves.

Corelli's Mandolin De Bernières, Louis FIC DE 437

Extravagant, inventive, emotionally sweeping, this rich and lyrical, heartbreaking and hilarious novel has been widely hailed as a classic. Set 
on the peaceful island of Cephallonia (Greece), just as the horrors of World War II reach its remote shores.

Count Of Monte Cristo, The Yamamoto, Mitsu FIC TAM 5.6 236

Edmucd Dantes, unjustly accused and imprisoned for conspiring with Napoleon Bonaparte, escapes and uncovers a treasure.

Covenant, The Lewis, Beverly FIC LEW 0

It's 1946 in Gobbler's Knob, Pa., and Sadie Ebersol and her sister, Leah, are exploring the joys of "rumschpringe" the period of relaxed rules 
and running around that Amish teens enjoy prior to their baptism into the church. 

Cracker! The best Dog in Vietnam Kadohata, Cynthia FIC KAD 4.9

A young soldier in Vietnam bonds with his bomb-sniffing dog.

Crash Dive Frederick, Lee FIC FRE 3.4 59

WWII.The U-1X, a new kind of U-boat. Out to do what no German submarine had ever done.  The Lancer, an American destroyer in battle for 
the first time.

Crooked River Pearsall, Shelley FIC PEA 249

When twelve year old Rebecca's father brings a native American accused of murder into their 1812 Ohio Settlement town Rebecca struggles 
with the idea that an innocent man may be convicted and sentenced to death.

Crossed Sabres Morris, Gilbert FIC MOR 6.0 317

Thomas Winslow fought bravely in the Civil War and was fortunate to survive the grim carnage. But the final defeat on the field of battle was 
far less painful than the personal defeat he encountered upon his return home.

Crossing the Panther's Path Alder, Elizabeth FIC ALD 6.1 229

Fifteen-year-old Billy Calder, half Irish, half Mohawk, is a bright student at his Jesuit boarding school, fluent in several European and Indian 
tongues.

Crown And The Crucible, The Phillips, Michael FIC PHI 7.1 410

Follows the friendship of a peasant girl and the daughter of a prince and Imperial minister in Russia during the 1870s. Russians book 1.

Cry of the Wind Harrison, Sue FIC HAR 502

Storyteller Trilogy # 2 Readers return to the frozen land of Alaska eight centuries ago, in this novel about how a tribal curse and a crazed 
healing woman threaten the romantic union of a great hunter and the woman of his dreams.
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Dangerous Promise Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 6.0 148

In 1861, sixteen-year-old Mike Kelly and his friend Todd become Union Army drummer boys, leading to a desperate adventure for Mike, who 
is wounded and trapped behind enemy lines. 

Daniel's Story Matas, Carol FIC MAT 4.9 136

After witnessing the rising tide of anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany, Daniel is suddenly transported, at age 14, from his comfortable life in 
Frankfurt to a Polish ghetto, then to Auschwitz and Buchenwald.

Dante Club, The Pearl, Matthew FIC PEA

In 1865 in the city of Boston, a series of murders inspired by scenes from Dante's Inferno spurs on a group of famous Dante scholars, 
including Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Oliver Wendell Holmes, to find the killer and save Dante's literary future from disgrace.

Dark Matter Kerr, Phillip FIC KER 354

The private life of Sir Isaac Newton.

Daughter of Fortune: a novel Allende, Isabel FIC ALL

This historical novel follows young, vivacious Eliza Sommers, who was raised in Chili by a Victorian spinster and her rigid brother. Eliza 
follows her lover to California during the Gold Rush of 1849--a danger-filled quest that will become a momentous journey of transformation for 
Eliza who will discover a new life of freedom, independence, and a love greater than any ever dreamed.

Daughters Of Copper Woman Cameron, Anne FIC CAM 150

Tells the legendary and historic Native myths of the social and spiritual power of women.

Dear Ellen Bee Lyons, Mary E & Branch, FIC LYO 5.6 161

Meticulously referenced story is based on the lives of two Richmond, Virginia, women who collaborated to gather military intelligence for the 
Union forces.

Deep in the Mountains:  An Art Encounter with Zhu Q izh Cheng, Terrence FIC CHE 6.0

In 1992, when Master Zhu was 100 years old, fifteen-year-old Tony Chung learns from him not only what it means to be a serious artist, but 
also what it means to be a disciplined and caring person.

Doctor Zhivago Pasternak, Boris FIC PAS 8.2 558

The classic story of the life and loves of a poet/physician during the turmoil of the Russian Revolution.

Doomed Queen Anne Meyer, Caroline FIC MEY 230

In 1520 thirteen year old Anne Boleyn, jealous of her older sister's beauty, declares to one day be Queen Of England.

Door In The Wall, The De Angeli, Marguerite FIC DEA 6.2 120

A crippled boy in fourteenth-century England proves his courage and earns recognition from the King.

Dragonfly in Amber Gabaldon, Diana FIC GAB

Dr. Claire Beauchamp Randall continues the search for her 18th-century Scot husband in the sequel to Outlander and relates her 
involvement with Bonnie Prince Charlie and the battle at Culloden.

Dreamers and Desperadoes: Contemporary short fictio n Lesley, Craig and Kathery SC DRE 532

American West - 20 century
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Dreams In The Golden Country Lasky, Kathryn FIC LAS 4.5 188

Twelve year old Zippy, a Jewish immigrant from Russia keeps a diary of the first eighteen months of her family's life on the Lower East Side 
of New York.

Dust Slade, Arthur FIC SLA 4.6 183

Something strange is going on in Horshoe, a Dust Bowl farm town in Depression-era Saskatchewan.  After his younger brother , Matthew 
vanishes one day on a walk in town eleven year old Robert becomes determined to find him.

Early Sunday Morning: The Pearl Harbor Diary of Amb er Denenberg, Barry FIC DEN 5.6

In her diary, twelve-year-old Amber describes moving to Hawaii in 1941 and experiencing the horror of the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

East of Eden Steinbeck, John FIC STE 5.3

This is the story of two families -- the Trasks and Hamiltons. The families are traced through three generations, in a retelling of the Biblical 
story of Adam and of Cain and Abel.

Elizabeth I, Red Rose of the House of Tudor Lasky, K athryn FIC LAS 5.5

In a series of diary entries, Princess Elizabeth, the eleven-year-old daughter of King Henry VIII, celebrates holidays and birthdays, relives her 
mother's execution, revels in her studies, and agonizes over her father's health.

Empire of the Sun Ballard, J.G. FIC BAL 279

Shanghai, WWII, 1939-1945. 11-year-old Jim is separated from his parents when Shanghai is captured by the Japanese the day after Pearl 
Harbor. He spends most of the war in a Japanese prison camp, where he faces the difficult task of surviving.

End of the Drive L'Amour, Louis FIC LAM 257

A young man confuses beauty, love, and opportunity with drudgery until a looming confrontation forces him to revise his priorities.

Enemy Among Them, An DeFord, Deborah H. FIC DEF 203

A Young Hessian soldier questions hi loyalty to his king after fighting with the British in America during the Revolutionary War.

Enter Three Witches: a Story of Macbeth Cooney, Caro line B.` FIC COO 5.1

Lady Mary is a ward of Lord and Lady Macbeth whose life is forever changed when her father, Lord Cawdor, betrays the Scottish king and is 
hanged as a traitor. Mary must struggle to survive and do what she can to prevent more deaths.

Escape from Warsaw Serraillier, Ian FIC SER 5.5

Three Polish children set out to find their father in Switzerland during World War II.

Exodus Uris, Leon FIC URI 6.7 599

An American nurse and an Israeli freedom fighter get caught up in the re-birth of Israel.

Eyes Of The Emperor Salisbury, Graham FIC GRA 3.9 229

Following orders from the US Army, several young Japanese American men train to hunt Asians during World War ll.

Fair Weather Peck, Richard FIC PEC 4.7 139

Thirteen-year-old Rosie Beckett embarks on the adventure of her life when her family takes a trip to the World's Columbian Exposition, a.k.a. 
the Chicago World's Fair, in 1893.
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Fall Of The Red Star, The Szablya, Helen FIC SZA 4.7 166

Fourteen year old Stephen takes up arms and joins the resistance in this novel of the Hungarian Revolution.

Fallen Angels Myers, Walter D. FIC MYE 4.2 309

The story of Perry, a Harlem teenager who volunteers for the service when his dream of attending college falls through. Sent to the front 
lines, Perry and his platoon come face-to-face with the Vietcong and the real horror of warfare.

Family Apart, A Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.4 162

When their mother can no longer support them, six siblings are sent by the Children's Aid Society of New York City to live with farm families 
in Missouri in 1860. 

Farewell to Arms Hemingway, Ernest FIC HEM 6.0 332

The unforgettable story of an American ambulance driver on the Italian front and his passion for a beautiful English nurse.

Fever 1793 Anderson, Laurie Halse FIC AND 4.4 251

Fourteen-year old Mattie Cook's struggle to build a better life must give way to something more important- the fight to stay alive.

Fireweed Walsh, Jill FIC WAL 133

Story of two teens, a boy and a girl, adrift in London during the blitz. Both have slipped away from their evacuation destinations and want to 
remain free of adult plans for their futures.

Flory Field, The Myers, Walter Dean FIC MYE 5.0 375

Follows a family's 241 year history from the capture of an African boy in the 1750's through the lives of his descendants.

Fools Crow Welch, James FIC WEL 6.0 391

The year is 1870, and Fool's Crow, so called after he killed the chief of the Crows during a raid, has a vision at the annual Sun Dance 
ceremony. The young warrior sees the end of the Indian way of life and the choice that must be made: resistance or humiliating 
accommodation.

Forgotten Fire, The Bagdasarian, Adam FIC BAG 5.7 273

Armenian massacres, 1915-1923. Vahan Kenderian lives a life of privilege as the youngest son of a wealthy Armenian family in 1915 Turkey. 
His secure world is shattered when some family members are whisked away while others are murdered before his eyes.

Forrest Gump Groom, Winston FIC GRO

Meet Forrest Gump, the lovable, hurculean, and surprisingly savvy hero of this remarkable comic odyssey. After accidentally becoming the 
star of University of Alabama's football team, Forrest goes on to become a Vietnam War hero, a world-class Ping-Pong player, a villainous 
wrestler, and a business tycoon -- as he wonders with childlike wisdom at the insanity all around him.

Foxmask Marillier, Juliet FIC MAR 6.5

Thorvald, having always felt apart from the community of Norse warriors and gentlefolk inhabiting the Orkney Isles, learns upon coming to 
manhood that he is really the son of Somerled, a war leader exiled for treachery, and sets out to find his parent.

Francesca Vigilucci: Washington D.C., 1913 (America n D Duey, Kathleen FIC DUE 5.2 128

Everything is changing for women in 1913. The Washington Post is full of headlines about the suffragists. More women are working to 
support themselves. The nearly 100-year battle for women's right to vote is coming closer to victory.

Freedom Crossing Clark, Margaret Goff FIC CLA 4.6 148

After spending four years with relatives in the South, a fifteen-year-old girl accepts the idea that slaves are property and is horrified to learn 
when she returns North that her home is a station on the underground railroad.
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Gap Creek: the Story of a Marriage Morgan, Robert FIC MOR

A novel depicting the harsh life in the Appalachian Mountains at the turn of the 20th century. The heroine is Julie Harmon, whose work load 
includes hauling water, butchering a hog, rendering lard, plucking a turkey, baking and preserving.

Gardens in the Dunes Silko, Leslie FIC SIL 477

Seen through the eyes of a young Native American girl, Indigo, who is in flight from the destruction, at the hands of the whites, of her own 
tribal world. Indigo's fascination with the world of luxury and privilege never eclipses her instinctive faith in the traditions and the culture of her 
own people, or her desire to return home.

Gathering Of Days, A Blos, Joan FIC BLO 6.7 144

The journal of a 14 year old girl, records the daily events in her small New Hampshire town.

Gentle Ben Morey, Walt FIC MOR 4.8 222

Traces the friendship between a boy and a bear in the Alaskan territory

Ghost girl Ray, Delia FIC RAY 5.4 216

Eleven-year-old April is delighted when President and Mrs. Hoover build a school near her Madison County, Virginia home, but her family's 
poverty, grief over the accidental death of her brother, and other problems may mean that April can never learn to read from the wonderful 
teacher, Miss Vest.

Giants In The Earth Rolvaag, Ole Edvart FIC ROL 8.4 453

A novel depicting the challenges of pioneer life in America.

Gilbert and Sullivan Set Me Free Karr, Kathleen FIC KAR 4.9 226

During the early 1900s, a teenaged inmate's dreary life at Massachusetts's Sherborn Prison for Women changes for the better after she 
becomes a member of the prison choir and participates in the production of the operetta "The Pirates of Penzance."

Girl in a Cage Yolen, Jane FIC YOL 4.9 234

As English armies invade Scotland in 1306, eleven-year-old Princess Marjorie, daughter of the newly crowned Scottish king, Robert the 
Bruce, is captured by England's King Edward Longshanks and held in a cage on public display.

Girl in Blue,The Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 5.0 310

To escape an abusive father and an arranged marriage, fourteen-year-old Sarah, dressed as a boy, leaves her Michigan home to enlist in the 
Union Army, and becomes a soldier on the battlefields of Virginia as well as a Union spy working in the house of Confederate sympathizer 
Rose O'Neal Greenhow in Washington, D.C.

Girl on the Outside, The Walter, Mildred FIC WAL 147

Two teenaged girls, one white and one black, become caught up in their southern town's fury when Little Rock, Arkansas's schools are 
integrated in 1957.

Goddess Of Yesterday Cooney, Caroline FIC COO 5.1 263

In ancient Sparta a young Anaxandra must assume a false identity to ensure her safety.

Gods and Generals Shaara, Jeff FIC SHA 491

A "prequel" to Michael Shaara's The Killer Angels. Jeff Shaara carries forth his father's vision in a monumental story of the Civil War's 
beginning and the lives, passions, and careers of its great military leaders.

Going after Cacciato O'Brien, Tim FIC OBR 4.6 301

The theater of war becomes the theater of the absurd as a private deserts his post in Vietnam, intent on walking 8,000 miles to Paris for the 
peace talks.
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Gone With The Wind Mitchell, Margaret FIC MIT 1037

Romance and survival during the Civil War South

Good Earth, The Buck, Pearl S. FIC BUC 6.8 379

This book follows the life of Wang Lung, from his beginnings as an impoverished peasant to his eventual position as a prosperous landowner. 
He is aided immeasurably by his equally humble wife, O-Lan.

Good Night, Mr. Tom Magorian, Michelle FIC MAG 4.8 318

A battered child learns to embrace life when he is adopted by an old man in the English countryside during the Second World War.

Grace Walsh, Jill FIC WAL 255

At dawn on a stormy morning in 1838, Grace Darling, 22, a lighthouse keeper's daughter off England's northeast coast, spied a wreck and 
nine survivors.

Grant: A Novel Byrd, Max FIC BYR 362

Penetrates to the heart of the elusive 18th president.

Grape Thief Franklin, Kristine L. FIC FRA 4.2 290

In 1925, in a small Washington State community made up of families from different ethnic backgrounds, twelve-year-old Cuss tries to stay in 
school as he watches those around him struggle with various financial difficulties.

Graveyard Girl Myers, Anna FIC MYE 4.3 125

During the Yellow Fever epidemic in Memphis in 1878, 12 year old Eli and Addie struggle to survive with the help of Addie's ghost mother.

Great Expectations Dicken, Charles FIC DIC 530

A tiny orphan named Pip acquires a mysterious benefactor who sponsors him to be educated in London to become a gentleman.  Years later 
Pip confronts his past heart aches and illusions that his "great expectations" have brought upon him.

Great Gatsby, The Fitzgerald, F. Scott FIC FIT 7.3 708

Set in America during the 1920's, a timeless love story and commentary on the potential evils of money.

Great Train Robbery, The Crichton, Michael FIC CRI 329

The time is Victorian London with all its lavish wealth and appalling poverty. In the thriving underworld of London, we meet Edward Pierce, a 
handsome young man of good breeding.

Green Glass Sea, The Klages, Ellen FIC KLA 4.6

11-year-old Dewey Kerrigan is traveling west on a train to live with her scientist father, but no one will tell her exactly where he is. It is 1943 
and her destination is Alamos, New Mexico, where scientists are working on the Manhattan Project.

Guerrilla season Hughes, Pat Patrice Racci FIC HUG 3.8 328

Two fifteen-year-old boys in Missouri in 1863 find friendship and family loyalty tested by Quantrell's raiders, a Rebel guerrilla band who 
roamed under the black flag of "no quarter to be given by Union troops."

Guests Dorris, Michael FIC DOR 5.2 119

Moss and Trouble, an Algonquin boy and girl, struggle with the problems of growing up in the Massachusetts area during the time of the first 
"Thanksgiving".
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Guinevere Newman, Sharan FIC NEW 256

A portrait of what Guinevere might have been like--not a cardboard character who has been both deified and vilified over the centuries, but 
someone who was as bound by prophecy as Arthur and whose will ultimately was not all her own.

Hand Full of Stars, A Schami, Rafik FIC SCH 5.9 195

A teenager who wants to be a journalist in a suppressed society describes to his diary his daily life in his hometown of Damascus, Syria.

Hang a Thousand Trees with Ribbons Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.0 336

A fictionalized biography of the eighteenth-century African woman who, as a child, was brought to New England to be a slave, and after 
publishing her first poem when a teenager, gained renown throughout the colonies as an important black American poet.

Hattie Big Sky Larson, Kirby FIC LAR 4.4

After inheriting her uncle's homesteading claim in Montana, sixteen-year-old orphan Hattie Brooks travels from Iowa in 1917 to make a home 
for herself and encounters some unexpected problems related to the war being fought in Europe. 
 

Heartsong of Charging Elk, The Welch, James FIC WEL 440

A richly crafted novel of cultural crossing that is a triumph of historical imagination. Charging Elk, an Oglala Sioux, joins Buffalo Bill's Wild 
West Show and journeys from the Black Hills of South Dakota to the back streets of 19th-century Marseille.

Hindenburg Dokey, Cameron FIC DOK 5.5 212

Torn Between the promise of new love and the lure of the man who holds her heart, Anna sets course for America on a voyage aboard the 
Hindenburg.

Hollow Tree, The Lunn, Janet FIC LUN 5.8 208

It is 1777, and 15-year-old Phoebe Olcott is thrown headlong into the turmoil of war when her beloved cousin Gideon is hanged for being a 
British spy.

Honey Bea Siegelson, Kim FIC SIE 6.4

On a Louisiana sugar plantation, a young slave girl struggles with the magical powers that have been passed down from her grandmother and 
mother to her, and is unsure of the responsibilities and consequences that accompany this power.

Honorable Prison, The Jenkins, Lyll Becerra FIC JEN 199

A newspaper editor who has persistently attacked the military dictator, Marta and her family find themselves prisoners of the government.

House of Sixty Fathers, The Meindert, DeJong FIC DEJ 5.5

Alone in a sampan with his pig and three ducklings, a little Chinese boy is whirled down a raging river, back to the town from which he and his 
parents had escaped the invading Japanese, and spends long and frightening days regaining his family and new home.

Hundred Secret Senses, The Tan, Amy FIC TAN 358

The story of two sisters, one brought up in the U.S., the other in China. The American sister is contemptuous of the other's belief in ghosts 
until events cause her to understand what ghosts can do.

I Had Seen Castles Rylant, Cynthia FIC RYL 5.7 97

Now an old man, John is haunted by memories of enlisting to fight in World War II, a decision which forced him to face the horrors of war and 
changed his life forever.

I Heard the Owl Call my Name Craven, Margaret FIC CRA 6.0

A young priest participates in the life of an Indian village, where he learns the meaning of life and death.
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I Thought My Soul Would Rise and Fly Hansen, Joyce FIC HAN 5.0 202

Twelve-year-old Patsy keeps a diary of the ripe but confusing time following the end of the Civil War and the granting of freedom to former 
slaves.

I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem Conde, Maryse FIC CON 225

Tituba, a slave from Barbados, was the only black person accused during the Salem, Massachusetts, witch hunts of the late 1600s.

If I Die In A Combat Zone O'Brien, Tim FIC OBR 209

Personal narratives from the Vietnam War.

In Country: A Novel Mason, Bobbie Ann FIC MAS 4.6 245

In the summer of 1984, the war in Vietnam comes home to Sam Hughes, whose father was killed there before she was born.

In My Father's House Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.4 323

By an extraordinary quirk, the McLean family entertained Confederates at their Manassas home just before the battle of Bull Run--and also 
hosted the peace negotiations at Appomattox.

In the Face of Danger Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.0 151

Shy Megan Kelly truly believes she is to blame for her family's misfortune. She'll never forget the day a gypsy grabbed her palm and read it, 
announcing that Megan was a "bad-luck penny" who would always bring trouble to those around her.

In the Time of the Butterflies Alvarez, Julia FIC ALV 5.8 325

The story of three sisters murdered in the Dominican Republic in the 1960s because of their religious and political beliefs.

Incantation Hoffman, Alice FIC HOF 5.0

During the Spanish Inquisition, sixteen-year-old Estrella, brought up a Catholic, discovers her family's true Jewish identity, and when their 
secret is betrayed by Estrella's best friend, the consequences are tragic.

Indian Captive Lenski, Lois FIC LEN 5.4 298

In 1758, Mary Jamison's family was captured by Indians and Mary was separated from her family. After living with the Indians for many years 
she is given the chance to return to the world of the white man. She is torn between her life with the Indians and her old world. Based on a 
true story.

Isabel: Jewel of Castilla Meyer, Carolyn FIC MEY 6.6

While waiting anxiously for others to choose a husband for her, Isabella, the future Queen of Spain, keeps a diary account of her life as a 
member of the royal family.

Itsuka Kogawa, Joy FIC KOG 331

The title means someday, and it refers to redress for the treatment of Japanese Canadians during World War II.

Jackal in the Garden: An Encounter with Bihzad Ellis , Deborah FIC ELL

Born deformed, Anibus is considered cursed and is left in the desert to die, but after being rescued and raised in secret, she leads a nomadic 
life, finding acceptance with a colony of artists which includes Kamal al-Din Bihzad, the most famous master of Persian painting

Jacob Have I loved Paterson, Katherine FIC PAT 5.7 244

Having felt deprived all her life, Louise finally begins to find her identity.
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Jason's Gold Hobbs, Will FIC HOB 5.5 221

15 year old Jason embarks on a 10,000 mile journey to strike it rich in the gold fields.

Jazz Morrison, Toni FIC MOR 229

African American social life and customs.

Johnny Tremain Forbes, Esther FIC FOR 5.9 256

A 14 year old silversmith apprentice in 1773 Boston takes a job with Boston Patriots and ends up on the battlefield.

Jonathan Strange & Mr.  Norrell Clarks, Susanna FIC CLA 6.8 782

Magician, Mr.  Norrel of Hurtfew Abbey uses his powers against Napoleon and the French in 1806 and is challenged by Jonathan Strange, a 
novice magician.

Journal of Ben Uchida Denenberg, Barry FIC DEN 5.2 0

Twelve-year-old Ben Uchida keeps a journal of his experiences as a prisoner in a Japanese internment camp in Mirror Lake, California, 
during World War II.

Journal of Finn Reardon, The Bartoletti, Susan Campb ell FIC BAR 5.3 155

Finn Reardon, a thirteen-year-old Irish-American newspaper carrier who hopes to be a journalist someday, keeps a journal of his experiences 
living in New York City in 1899.

Journal of Joshua Loper, The: A Black Cowby Myers, W alter Dean FIC MYE 5.0

 In 1871 Joshua Loper, a sixteen-year-old black cowboy, records in his journal his experiences while making his first cattle drive under an 
unsympathetic trail boss.

Journal of Patrick Seamus Flaherty, The White, Ellen  Emerson FIC WHI 5.9 188

An eighteen-year-old Marine records in his journal his experiences in Vietnam during the siege of Khe Sanh, 1967-1968. Includes a history of 
Vietnam, war timeline, glossary, and related military information.

Journal of Rufus Rowe, The: Witness to the Battle o f Fre Hite, Sid FIC HIT 5.9 131

In 1862, sixteen-year-old Rufus Rowe runs away from home and settles in Fredericksburg, Virginia, where he documents in his journal the 
battle he watches unfold there.

Journal of Scott Pendleton Collins, The: a WWII sol dier Myers, Walter Dean FIC MYE 5.0

A seventeen-year-old soldier from central Virginia records his experiences in a journal as his regiment takes part in the D-Day invasion of 
Normandy and subsequent battles to liberate France.

Journal of the Plague Year, A Defoe, Daniel FIC DEF 255

England, 1665.  When this was first published in 1722, the journal was thought to be a true account of the plague epidemic of 1655.  Defoe 
has written in such detail that it is easy to see why this work of fiction was taken as fact.

Journal of William Thomas Emerson Denenberg, Barry FIC DEN 5.6 156

After his family dies, twelve year old Will goes to Boston. He is taken in by Mrs. Thompson in exchange for his help around her tavern and 
becomes friends with a group of Revolutionary War patriots who meet there.

Journey Michener, James FIC MIC 323

Journey through the Klondike River Valley in the Yukon.
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Journey of the Sparrows Buss, Fran Leeper FIC BUS 4.6 155

Maria and her brother and sister, Salvadoran refugees, are smuggled into the United States in crates and try to maket a living in Chicago with 
the help of a sympathetic family.

Jubilee Walker, Margaret FIC WAL 416

This true Civil War story, of Vyry, the child of a white plantation owner and his black mistress, rivals that of Scarlett O'Hara and is considered 
one of the first truly black American novels. 

Julie Marshall, Catherine FIC MAR 428

Eighteen-year-old Julie Wallace has the chance to write for her father's newspaper in Pennsylvania after they move from Alabama during the 
time of the steel magnates.

Julie George, Jean Craighead FIC GEO 5.0 226

In this story, which picks up precisely where Newbery Medal winner Julie of the Wolves ends, Julie must find her own path between the 
Eskimo ways she loves and the modern world that intrudes on the tundra.

Julie of the Wolves George, Jean Craighead FIC GEO 5.8 170

 While running away from home and an unwanted marriage, a thirteen-year-old Eskimo girl becomes lost on the North Slope of Alaska and is 
befriended by a wolf pack.

Jungle, The Sinclair, Upton FIC SIN 8.0 349

A vivid portrait of life and death in a turn-of-the-century American meat-packing factory. A grim indictment that led to government regulations 
of the food industry.

Just Like Martin Davis, Ossie FIC DAV 5.2 215

Fourteen-year-old Isaac Stone greatly admires Martin Luther King, Jr., and is anxious to participate in the 1963 march on Washington with a 
group from his church, but his father feels differently and will not permit the boy to go.

Katherine: Heart of Freedom Dokey, Cameron FIC DOK 184

Set against well-known historical events, this new Young Adult romance series centers on a hope chest that passes through the lives of 
various young women who respond to the challenges of their day.

Keeping Secrets Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.0 163

Set in Missouri during the Civil War, 11-year-old Peg Kelly finds herself unwittingly involved with a Union spy, Miss Violet Hennessey, who 
has been using Peg as a cover when visiting her "sister" to pass on information about Confederate troop movements.

Killer Angels, The Shaara, Michael FIC SHA 4.7 360

The Battle of Gettysburg was fought for two dreams-- freedom, and a way of life. Memories, promises, and love were carried into the battle 
but what fell was shattered futures, forgotten innocence, and crippled beauty.

Kipling's Choice Spillebeen, Geert FIC SPI 5.4 147

In 1915 a mortally wounded 18 year old John Kipling, son of Rudyard Kipling, remembers his boyhood.

Kiss the Dust Laird, Elizabeth FIC LAI 5.1 278

Iraq, Iran 1984.  Tara and her family must flee Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War and end up in an Iranian refugee camp.

Kitchen Boy, The Alexander, Robert FIC ALE 229

Follows the Revolution in the Soviet Union and the assassination of Nicholas ll.
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Land of Dreams Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.5 153

Kristin is eager to begin her life in America. She's heard that it is the land of freedom, and she's ready to make her own decisions. But the 
rural community that her family joins in Minnesota is very like the Sweden they've left behind.

Land of Hope Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.5 171

When Rebekah Levinsky and her family embark on the long voyage to America at the turn of the century, she befriends two other young 
immigrants. At Ellis Island, the three friends part ways, with the Levinskys staying in New York.

Land of Promise Nixon, Joan Lowery FIC NIX 5.4 170

In 1902 fifteen-year-old Rose travels from Ireland to join family members in Chicago, where she must use all her resources to deal with her 
father's drinking and her brothers' dangerous involvement in politics. 

Land, The Taylor, Mildred FIC TAY 5.0 375

After the Civil War, Paul, the son of a white father and a black mother finds himself caught between the two worlds of colored folks and white 
folks.

Last Full Measure, The Shaara, Jeff FIC SHA 560

The sequel to Michael Shaara's The killer angels. The last year of the Civil War as seen by the two commanding generals, Grant and Lee. 
The novel is the final volume in a trilogy, begun by the author's father with The Killer Angels.

Last Mission Mazer, Harry FIC MAZ 188

In 1944, Jack Raab, a 15-year-old who dreams of being a hero, lies his way into the U.S. Air Force. From their base in England, Jack and his 
crew fly 24 treacherous bombing missions over occupied Europe.

Last Silk Dress, The Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 331

Fourteen-year-old Susan Chilmark wants to do something to support the Confederacy during the Civil War. She decides to collect silk 
dresses to create a huge hot-air balloon to spy on the enemy.

Le Morte D'Arthur Malory, Sir Thomas FIC MAL 938

Legends of King Arthur and his knights of the Round Table.

Letters from a Slave Girl-The Story of Harriet Jaco bs Lyons, Mary E. FIC LYO 175

A collection of fictional letters vividly recreate the life and times of Harriet Ann Jacobs, a young slave girl who escaped to freedom in the 
1840s and who became a published author and abolitionist.

Letters from Wolfie Sherlock, Pattie FIC SHE 4.6

Certain that he is doing the right thing by donating his dog, Wolfie, to the Army's scout program in Vietnam, thirteen-year-old Mark begins to 
have second thoughts when the Army refuses to say when and if Wolfie will ever return.

Lieutenant Hornblower Forester, C. S. FIC FOR 313

In this gripping tale of turmoil and triumph on the high seas, Horatio Hornblower emerges from his apprenticeship as midshipman to face new 
responsibilities thrust upon him by the fortunes of war between Napoleon and Spain.

Life in the Iron Mills Davis, Rebecca SC DAV 242

An excellent description of what life must have been like for poor people in a iron factory town.

Light In The Storm, A Hesse, Karen FIC HES 5.3 169

In 1860 while working at her father's lighthouse, 15 year old Amelia records her diary how the Civil War devastates her state.
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Lily's Crossing Giff, Patricia Reilly FIC GIF 4.6 180

During a summer spent at Rockaway Beach in 1944, Lilly's friendship with a young Hungarian refugee causes her to see the war and her 
world differently.

Listening for Lions Whelan, Gloria FIC WHE 6.7

Left an orphan after the influenza epidemic in British East Africa in 1918, thirteen-year-old Rachel is tricked into assuming a deceased 
neighbor's identity to travel to England, where her only dream is to return to Africa and rebuild her parents' mission hospital.

Little House on the Prairie Wilder, Laura Ingalls FIC WIL 4.9 335

The adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her family as they leave their little house in the big woods of Wisconsin and set out for Kansas. 
Book 2

Loch, The Alten, Steve FIC ALT 6.7

To prove the innocence of his estranged father, marine biologist Zachary Wallace must confront his childhood nightmare of nearly drowning 
in Loch Ness after a near-death experience causes the long forgotten memory to resurface.

Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, The Alexi e, Sherman FIC ALE 5.4

In this darkly comic short story collection, Sherman Alexie, a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian, weaves memory, fantasy, and stark realism to 
paint a complex, grimly ironic portrait of life in and around the Spokane Indian Reservation. These twenty-two interlinked tales are narrated by 
characters raised on humiliation and government-issue cheese, and yet are filled with passion and affection, myth and dream.

Long Journey Home Lester, Julius FIC LES 126

Six true stories of slavery and freedom.

Long Way From Home, A Wartski, Maureen FIC WAR 136

A 15-year-old Vietnamese refugee having difficulty adjusting to the strange ways and language of the United States and his adoptive home 
runs away to a Vietnamese fishing community hoping he can "belong" there. A sequel to A Boat to Nowhere.

Long Winter, The Wilder, Laura Ingalls FIC WIL 5.3 334

Almanzo Wilder makes a dangerous trip to save the village from starvation.

Lyddie Paterson, Katherine FIC PAT 5.6 182

Lyddie Worthen must decide whether to risk losing her job running a loom at a dusty Massachusetts factory--a job she has taken to earn 
enough money to reunite her family--by protesting the poor working conditions.

Malka Pressler, Mirjam FIC PRE 5.9 220

In the Winter of 1943 a Polish physician and her daughter make a dangerous trek to Hungary while 7 year old Malka was forced to stay 
behind in the ghetto.

Man from the Other Side, The Orlev, Uri FIC ORL 5.6 186

Fourteen-year-old Marek regards the Jews in the ghetto as a strange and ugly people until he meets a kind, intelligent young Jewish man and 
helps him to hide from the hated German soldiers in Marek's grandparents' home.

Man in the Iron Mask, The Dumas, Alexandre FIC DUM 4.0 448

When the destinies of King Louis XIV and a mysterious prisoner in an iron mask converge, the Three Musketeers and D'Artagnan find 
themselves caught between conflicting loyalties.

Man Without a Country Hale, Edward Everett FIC HAL 108

This famous novella is a timeless parable of patriotism that takes place predominately aboard U.S. naval vessels. Burr Conspiracy, 1805-
1807.
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Marie Antoinette Lasky, Kathryn FIC LAS 6.2 236

In 1769 13 year old Maria, daughter of Empress Maria Theresa begins a journal chronicling her life at the Austrian court and her preparations 
for he future role as queen of France

Marked By Fire Thomas, Joyce Carol FIC THO 172

Abyssinia is born in an Oklahoma cotton field, birth-marked with a burn from a bonfire. When a tornado and a physical assault bring tragedy 
to her life, she struggles to find her beautiful singing voice again.

Mary, Bloody Mary Meyer, Carolyn FIC MEY 6.3 227

England, 1516-1558. Engrossing story about the teen years of Mary Tudor, half sister to Queen Elizabeth and daughter to Henry VIII. 
Accurately captures the glitter and grandeur as well as the brutality of this fascinating period in history.

Master Puppeteer, The Paterson, Katherine FIC PAT 5.4 179

18th century, Osaka.  When Jiro runs away from his impoverished puppet-maker father and apprentices with the Hanaza puppet theater, he 
finds a mysterious link between the Robin Hood-like Saboro and the theater.

Middle Passage Johnson, Charles FIC JOH 209

Rutherford Calhoun, a newly freed slave living in New Orleans, is forced into marrying a Boston schoolteacher but escapes that horror for 
another when he stows away on a ship bound for Africa.

Midnight Magic Avi FIC AVI 4.7

In Italy in 1491, Mangus the magician and his apprentice are summoned to the castle of Duke Claudio to determine if his daughter is indeed 
being haunted by a ghost.

Midwife's Apprentice, The Cushman, Karen FIC CUS 6.0 122

In medieval England, a nameless homeless girl is taken in by a sharp-tempered mid-wife.

Milkweed Spinelli, Jerry FIC SPI 3.6 208

A Jewish boy living on the streets of Warsaw idolizes the Nazi soldiers, with their shiny boots and hats, until the day trains come to take all of 
the Jews from the ghetto to a concentration camp.

Minister's Daughter, The Hearn, Julie FIC HEA 263

In 1645 in England the daughters of the town minister successfully accuse a local healer and her granddaughter of witchcraft to conceal an 
out of wedlock pregnancy.

Minstrel in the Tower, The Skurzynski, Gloria FIC SKU 4.2 0

 In the year 1195, eleven-year-old Roger and his eight-year-old sister Alice travel through the French countryside in search of their ailing 
mother's estranged brother, a wealthy baron.

Moby Dick Melville, Hermann FIC MEL 555

A young seaman joins the crew of the fanatical Captain Ahab of the white whale Moby Dick.

Molly Donnelly Thesman, Jean FIC THE 4.6 186

Molly Donnelly is twelve years old when the Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor and her life changes forever. Over the next four years, she comes 
to realize just how different the postwar world will be.

Montmorency: Thief, Liar, Gentleman? Updale, Eleanor FIC UPD 7.4 232

In Victorian London, after his life is saved by a young physician, a thief utilizes the knowledge he gains in prison and from the scientific 
lectures he attends as the physician's case study exhibit to create a new, highly successful, double life for himself.
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Moon's crossing Croft, Barbara FIC CRO 198

"In August of 1914, on the eve of World War I, Jim Moon, then sixty-eight years old, stepped off the stern of a ferry in New York Harbor just 
as the boat passed under the Brooklyn Bridge." So begins this spare, cinematic novel that explores a unique time in American history.

Morning Girl Dorris, Michael FIC DOR 4.9 74

This brief, lyrical novel alternates between the first-person voices of twelve-year-old Morning Girl and her younger brother, Star Boy, who are 
Taino Indians living on a Bahamian island in 1492.

Mother Earth Father Sky Harrison, Sue FIC HAR 313

Chagak flees with her grandfather when enemies destroy her Aleutian Island village in 7000 BC.

Mr. Midshipman Hornblower Forester, C. S. FIC FOR 310

The year is 1703, the eve of the Napoleonic Wars, and Horatio Hornblower, a seventeen-year-old boy unschooled in seafaring and the ways 
of seamen, is ordered to board a French merchant ship and take command of crew and cargo for the glory of England.

Musashi Yoshikawa, Ejii FIC YOS 970

Musashi Miyamoto fights in 1600 for the losing side of the battle at Sekigahara when the Tokugawa Shogunate begins its reign.

Mutiny On The Bounty Nordhoff, Charles FIC NOR 379

A British crew mutinies against the cruel commander of the Bounty in 1787.

Mutiny's Daughter Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.1 218

Gives voice, as a teenager returned to the Christian family in England, to the half-Tahitian daughter of the British ship Bounty's second-in-
command and mutineer, Fletcher Christian.

My Antonia Cather, Willa FIC CAT 6.9 244

Antonia works as a servant for her neighbors after her father's death, elopes, and then returns to marry a Bohemian farmer.

My Brother Sam is Dead Collier, James L. FIC COL 4.9 216

All his life, Tim Meeker has looked up to his brother Sam. Sam's smart and brave -- and is now a part of the American Revolution. Not 
everyone in town wants to be a part of the rebellion.

My Daniel Conrad, Pam FICCON 4.7 137

Ellie and Steve learn about a family legacy when their grandmother tells them stories of their brother's historical quest.

My Face To the Wind Murphy, Jim FIC MUR 5.6 178

Diary of Sarah Jane Price, A Prairie Teacher, Broken Bow, Nebraska, 1881.

My Friend the Enemy Cheaney, J.B. FIC CHE 5.4 0

During World War II, a twelve-year-old girl becomes friends with a young Japanese-American boy she discovers being sheltered and hidden 
by her neighbor.

My Jim: A Novel Rawles, Nancy FIC RAW 3.5 0

Ex-slave Sadie Watson reveals to her granddaughter her experiences while in bondage and the love she had for her husband, Jim, who 
escaped down the Mississippi with Huck Finn when he learned he was to be sold.
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Nell Dunne, Ellis Island, 1904 Duey, Kathleen FIC DUE 5.0 138

The ship is nearing Ellis Island. Arriving in America will mean seeing her father again after two long years, but Nell Dunne is still miserable.

Nell's Quilt Terris, Susan FIC TER 4.8 162

Urged at the age of eighteen to marry a man she doesn't want, Nell delays the event by working on a quilt, slowly starving herself, and 
observing the unhappy lot of many women in turn-of-the-century Massachusetts before arriving at a decision to rescue herself from the brink 
of death and take charge of her life.

New York: Jump At The Sun Siegelson, Kim FIC SIE 6.4 276

A young slave girl struggles with the magical powers that have passed down from her grandmother.

No Certain Rest Lehrer, James FIC LEH 219

On a ridge overlooking Burnside Bridge-the focus of the Battle of Antietam-souvenir hunters find the unmarked grave of an unknown Union 
officer. Further examination finds that the officer was murdered. Who is this officer? Where did he come from?

No Man's Land Bartoletti, Susan Campbell FIC BAR 4.6 168

14 year old Thrasher joins the Confederate army hoping to prove his manhood.

Northern Light, A Donnelly, Jennifer FIC DON 4.5 389

In 1906 a 16 year old, Mattie, takes a job at a summer inn where she discovers the truth about the death of a guest.

Number The Stars Lowry, Lois FIC LOW 4.5 379

In 1943, 10 year old Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis.

Numbering All the Bones Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.2 170

In the last year of the Civil War, Eulinda, 13, the daughter of a slave and a slave owner, waits for news of her older brother, who ran away to 
join the Union Army.

O Pioneers Cather, Willa FIC CAT 180

Swedish farmer John Bergson's daughter Alexandra encourages the family members to help keep his dream alive after his death.

Obasan Kogawa, Joy FIC KOG 6.6 300

When Naomi was a young child living in Vancouver, British Columbia, her mother left to visit relatives in Japan. Soon after, the Japanese 
bombed Pearl Harbor. Naomi's mother was not allowed to return.

Ocean Apart, A World Away, An Namioka, Lensey FIC NAM 5.8 197

Despite the odds facing her decision to become a doctor in 1920's Nanking, China, teenaged Yanyan leaves her family to study at Cornell 
University.

Oliver Twist Dickens, Charles FIC DIC 281

Rogues train Oliver Twist to become a pickpocket, but he strives to escape from crime and the workhouse to which he is subject.

On the Banks of Plum Creek Wilder, Laura Ingalls FIC WIL 4.6 339

Laura's family's first home in Minnesota is made of sod, but Pa builds a clean new house made of sawed lumber beside Plum Creek. Book 4
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Once and Future King, The White, T.H. FIC WHI 7.4 0

The romance and chivalry of medieval England transported to the modern world.

One Eye Laughing Deneberg, Barry FIC DEN 5.6 250

During the Nazi persecution of the Jews in Austria, 12 year old Julie escapes to America.

Only Earth and Sky Last Forever Benchley, Nathaniel FIC BEN 191

Although recognizing the end of the Indians' freedom is near, a young Cheyenne still chooses to fight with Crazy Horse at the Little Big Horn 
to prove himself to the girl he loves.

Or Give Me Death: a novel of Patrick Henry's Family Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.0 226

With their father away most of the time advocating independence for the American colonies, the children of Patrick Henry try to raise 
themselves, manage the family plantation, and care for their mentally ill mother.

Our Time On The River Brown, Dan FIC BRO 4.8 135

Two brothers take a river trip by canoe in advance of the elder brother being shipped out to Vietnam.

Out of the Dust Hesse, Karen 811 HES 5.3 227

In this compelling, immediate journal, Billie Jo reveals the grim domestic realities of living during the years of constant dust storms: That 
hopes--like the crops--blow away in the night like skittering tumbleweeds.

Overland Trail, The Lee, WW FIC LEE 317

When "America" begins her journey west in 1846 she suffers hardship and deprivation.

Path of the Pale Horse Fleischman, Paul FIC FLE 6.3 144

Fourteen-year-old Lep is apprenticed to a village doctor, steadfastly following his father's dying dream for his son. However news arrives from 
Philadelphia that the city has been stricken with Yellow Fever.

Patience: Princess Catherine Meyer, Carolyn FIC MEY 198

In 1501, 15-year-old Catherine Of Aragon arrives in England to marry Arthur, the eldest son of King Henry Vll.

Pearl Harbor Wallace, Randall FIC WAL 0

This novelization of the film "Pearl Harbor", tells the story of Army pilots Rafe and his childhood friend, Danny. Rafe, in love with Navy nurse 
Evelyn, fights in England while Danny and Evelyn go to Pearl Harbor.

Phantom Leader Berent, Mark FIC BER 433

Amidst the fury of the Tet offensive, four of America's bravest warriors make life or death decisions on land and in the air as they struggle 
against the ruthless enemy and against the limitations of the human spirit.

Picture of Freedom McKissack, Pat FIC MCK 4.6 192

Having secretly taught herself how to read and write, Clotee, a brave twelve-year-old Virginia slave, witnesses the horrors of slavery and 
eventually becomes a conductor on the Underground Railroad.

Plains of Passage, The Auel, Jean M. FIC AUE 7.0 868

Ayla, the heroine first introduced in "The Clan of the Cave Bear, " continues on her journey as she Jondalar set out on horseback across the 
windswept grasslands of Ice Age Europe.
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Power Of One, The Courtenay, Bryce FIC COU 518

Follows a white British boy in South Africa during World War ll between the ages of five and eleven.

Prairie Whispers Arrington, Frances FIC ARR 3.8 184

Only twelve-year-old Colleen knows that her baby sister died just after she was born and that Colleen put another baby in her place, until the 
baby's father shows up and makes trouble for her and her family on the South Dakota prairie in the 1860s.

Prince And Pauper, The Twain, Mark FIC TWA 9.3 272

Edward VI of England and a poor boy who resembles him exchange places and learn something about the other's very different stations in 
life.

Prince and the Pilgrim, The Stewart, Mary FIC STE 0

Returning to the era of Arthur and his Camelot, Stewart has given life to two lesser-known characters from Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur.

Prodgial, The Lewis, Beverly FIC LEW 0

Book 4 in the bestselling Abram's Daughters series. The compelling and continuing chronicle of Abram Ebersol’s family, beginning in the mid-
1940s, moves forward in time and scope to the late 50s. The devout Ebersols have faced sometimes-painful divisions and separations--if not 
geographical, those of the heart.

Queen's Own Fool, The Yolen, Jane FIC YOL 6.0 390

When twelve-year-old Nicola leaves Troupe Brufort and serves as the fool for Mary, Queen of Scots, she experiences the political and 
religious upheavals in both France and Scotland.

Ramage's Trial Pope, Dudley FIC POP 283

Captain Lord Ramage and the gallant crew of the Calypso head back from Devil's Island with two captured French frigates in tow. But dark 
tidings await in Barbados. Ramage finds no word of his wife, Sarah.

Ransom of Mercy Carter, The Cooney, Caroline B. FIC COO 249

Massachusetts, 1704.  In 1704, the height of the French and Indian War, Mohawk Indians attack 11-year-old Mercy Carter's home in 
Deerfield, Massachusetts.

Red Badge of Courage, The Crane, Stephen FIC CRA 8.0 183

The tale follows a young Union soldier named Henry Fleming for a day or two as he cuts his teeth in Civil War battle.

Refugee Boy Zephaniah, Benjamin FIC ZEP 5.6 291

Fourteen-year-old Alem Kelo adjusts to life as a foster child seeking asylum in London, while his Eritrean mother and Ethiopian father work 
for peace between their homelands in Africa.

Reluctant Bridegroom, The Morris, Gilbert FIC MOR 5.4 303

This story in the House of Winslow saga deals with Chris and Dove Winslow's son going back East to bring a wagon train of brides back to 
the men of Oregon City. Two women who join the wagon train will change Sky's life forever. 

Reservation Blues Alexie, Sherman FIC ALE 4.6 0

 The life of Spokane Indian Thomas Builds-the-Fire irrevocably changes when blues legend Robert Johnson miraculously appears on his 
reservation and passes the misfit storyteller his enchanted guitar.

Reunion Uhlman, Fred FIC UHL 112

Germany, 1932. Two boys, one a true Aryan aristocrat and the other a shy Jewish boy, attend school together where they develop a strong 
friendship.
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Rhett Butler's People McCaig, Donald FIC MCC 0

The life and times of the dashing Rhett Butler unfolds on the fateful eve of the Civil War.

Ride into Morning Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 354

The Revolutionary War is raging. Food and firewood are scarce, and Tempe Wick is worried that she will not be able to care for her ailing 
mother and her family and still maintain the farm.

Rifles for Watie Keith, Harold FIC KEI 6.1 332

Jeff Bussey walked briskly up the rutted wagon road toward Fort Leavenworth on his way to join the Union volunteers. It was 1861 in Linn 
County, Kansas, and Jeff was elated at the prospect of fighting for the North at last.

Rise To Rebellion Shaara, Jeff FIC SHA 7.5 548

A historical novel that chronicles the story of the American Revolution.

River Between Us, The Peck, Richard FIC PEC 4.9 164

During the early days of the Civil War, the Pruitt family takes in two mysterious young ladies who have fled New Orleans to come north to 
Illinois.

Road to Memphis, The Taylor, Mildred FIC TAY 4.5 290

Cassie Logan, a young black woman in 1940s Mississippi, becomes caught up in a tense confrontation between blacks and whites--three 
days of turmoil and unrest that will change her life forever.

Robe, The Douglas, Lloyd C. FIC DOU 508

A Roman soldier, Marcellus, wins Christ's robe as a gambling prize. He then sets forth on a quest to find the truth about the Nazarene's robe-
a quest that reaches to the very roots and heart of Christianity and is set against the vividly limned background of ancient Rome.

Robinson Crusoe Defoe, Daniel FIC DEF 127

During one of his several adventurous voyages in the 1600's, an Englishman becomes the sole survivor of a shipwreck and lives for nearly 
thirty years on a deserted island.

Rodzina Cushman, Karen FIC CUS 4.8 215

A twelve-year-old Polish American girl is boarded onto an orphan train in Chicago with fears about traveling to the West and a life of unpaid 
slavery.

Rogues, The Yolen, Jane FIC YOL 5.5 0

After his family is evicted from their Scottish farm, fifteen-year-old Roddy forms an unlikely friendship with a notorious rogue who helps him 
outwit a tyrant landlord in order to find a family treasure and make his way to America.

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Taylor, Mildred FIC TAY 5.7 276

The story of one African American family, fighting to stay together and strong in the face of brutal racist attacks, illness, poverty, and betrayal 
in the Deep South of the 1930s.

Sabbath Garden, The Greene, Patricia Baird FIC GRE 214

Her beloved grandmother is dead; her best friend has rejected her; and while her mother avoids life by sleeping away the days, her brother 
becomes more evil and angry every moment. Opal Tyler feels as though she has a caged wildcat inside her.

Sacajawea Bruchac, Joseph FIC BRU 5.7 199

Translator, peacemaker, caretaker, and guide, Sacajawea made the historic journey of Lewis and Clark possible.
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Sacrifice, The Lewis, Beverly FIC LEW 6.6 347

Life in Gobbler's Knox was all Leah Ebersol ever wanted until older sister Saide abandoned faith and family, leaving Leah to believe the 
worst, that Sadie and her own beloved Jonas had betrayed her.

Samurai Shortstop Gratz, Alan FIC GRA 0

While obtaining a Western education at a prestigious Japanese boarding school in 1890, sixteen-year-old Toyo also receives traditional 
samurai training which has profound effects on both his baseball game and his relationship with his father.

Samurai's Tale, The Haugaard, Erik Christian FIC HAU 6.3 234

16th century.  The son of a lord, the sole survivor in a battle in which his entire family is killed, is taken in by the invading lord, stripped of his 
noble samurai rank, and given the name Taro.

Sarah Bishop O'Dell, Scott FIC ODE 4.9 230

Left alone after the deaths of her father and brother, who take opposite sides in the War of Independence, Sarah Bishop flees from the British 
who seek to arrest her and struggles to shape a new life for herself in the wilderness.

Sarah, Plain and Tall MacLachlan, Patricia FIC MAC 3.4 58

When their father invites a mail-order bride to come to live with them in their prairie home, Caleb and Anna are captivated by her and hope 
that she will stay.

Saturnalia Fleischman, Paul FIC FLE 6.4 113

A varied cast of characters--including the extraordinary William, a Native American boy now adopted by a printer and his family--play out a 
drama of oppression, courtship, and redemption in the shadow of the settlers' war with the Narraganset Indians.

Scarlet Letter, The Hawthorne, Nathaniel FIC HAW 11.7 277

In the early days of Puritan Boston Hester Prynne braves the stigma of adultery by wearing the embroidered scarlet "A" on her clothing.

Scarlett Ripley, Alexandra FIC RIP 884

Sequel to Gone With The Wind

Schindler's List Keneally, Thomas FIC KEN 8.6 0

A German businessman tries to save his Jewish employees from the Nazi Holocaust.

Search of The Moon King's Daughter Holeman, Linda FIC HOL 5.5 309

Emmaline's idyllic country life in Victorian England comes to an abrupt halt when her father dies of cholera.

Seattle Paul, Charlotte FIC PAU 413

Seattle, 1897-1920. A passionate American saga of men and women fighting to realize the wealth and power of their chosen land.

Second Bend In The River, The Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 3.7 279

In 1798 Rebecca meets the Shawnee called Tecumesh and develops a deep friendship with him.

Second Mrs. Giaconda, The Konigsburg, E.L. FIC KON 5.7 138

Italy, 1480-1500.  In the middle years of his life, Leonardo da Vinci was influenced by his street-wise servant and the wife of his patron.  Why 
Leonardo chose to paint the portrait of a merchant's wife, now known as Mona Lisa, is imaginatively explained.
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Second Sight Blackwood, Gary FIC BLA 5.9 0

In Washington, D.C., during the last days of the Civil War, a teenage boy, who performs in a mind reading act, befriends a clairvoyant girl 
whose frightening visions foreshadow an assassination plot.

Secret of Sarah Revere, The Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 3.7 320

Spunky thirteen-year-old Sarah Revere, the daughter of famous Patriot Paul Revere, fears that her father's friend, Dr. Joseph Warren, has 
dishonorable feelings for her mother, and witnesses her father's part in the fight for independence.

Separate Peace, A Knowles, John FIC KNO 6.9 0

Two adolescents come to understand each other and themselves after a tragic accident while attending a preparatory academy on the East 
Coast during WWI..

Shadow of the Wall Laird, Christa FIC LAI 144

Living with his family in the Warsaw Ghetto, Misha is befriended by Dr. Korczak, and finds a purpose to his life when he joins a resistance 
group.

Shadow Spinner Fletcher, Susan FIC FLE 4.6 219

Marjan, a 13 year old crippled girl joins the Sultan's harem in ancient Persia.

Shane Schaefer, Jack FIC SCH 5.5 0

A mysterious drifting gunman helps the homesteaders break the power of the Wyoming cattlemen.

Sheltering Rebecca Baylis-White, Mary FIC BAY 99

When Rebecca arrives in Sally's class after being smuggled out of Germany in 1938, Sally knows little about Hitler's persecutions; but when 
she is given special responsibility for the young Jewish refugee, the two quickly become close friends.

Shield of Three Lions Kaufman, Pamela FIC KAU 514

Eleven-year-old Alix is the daughter of the baron of Wanthwaite, whose lands along the Scottish border are among the best in England. But 
when her family is killed and her lands seized, Alix is forced to flee from the only home she’s ever known.

Ship of Fire Cadnum, Michael FIC CAD 7.5 197

In 1587, sailing to Spain on board Sir Francis Drake's ship "Elizabeth Bonaventure," seventeen-year-old surgeon's apprentice Thomas Spyre 
finds that, with the sudden death of his master, he must take over as ship's surgeon and prove his skill not only as a doctor but also as a 
fighter when he is enlisted by Drake to face battle.

Shogun Clavell, James FIC CLA 1152

After John Blackthorne shipwrecks in Japan, he makes himself useful to a feudal lord in a power struggle with another and becomes a 
samurai.

Sign of the Beaver, The Speare, Elizabeth George FIC SPE 4.9 135

Left alone to guard the family's wilderness home in eighteenth-century Maine, a boy is hard-pressed to survive until local Indians teach him 
their skills.

Sign Of The Chrysanthemum, The Paterson, Katherine FIC PAT 5.6 132

A teenager comes to know himself through contacts with social ills and political unrest.

Sing Down The Moon O'Dell Scott FIC ODE 4.9 137

The story of a young Navaho Indian boy fighting for honor and survival.
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Single Shard, A Park, Linda Sue FIC PAR 6.6 0

Tree-ear, a thirteen-year-old orphan in medieval Korea, lives under a bridge in a potters' village, and longs to learn how to throw the delicate 
celadon ceramics himself.

Slap Your Sides Kerr, M. E. FIC KER 4.8 198

Life in their Pennsylvania hometown changes for Jubal Shoemaker and his family when his older brother witnesses to his Quaker beliefs by 
becoming a conscientious objector during World War II.

Snow Flower and the Secret Fan See, Lisa FIC SEE 0

In 19th century China, a girl named Lily is paired with another girl, Snow Flower. Using nu shu, a language used only by women, the two 
secretly communicate over the years.

So Far From the Bamboo Grove Watkins, Yoko Kawashima FIC WAT 4.7 0

A fictionalized autobiography in which eleven-year-old Yoko escapes from Korea to Japan with her mother and sister at the end of World War 
II.

So Wild a Dream Florentz, Christopher FIC FLO 3.3 59

Seventeen-year-old Beth's seemingly simple mission to deliver a letter for General Washington ends in a British camp where she is 
sentenced to hang as a spy.

Soldier's Heart Paulsen, Gary FIC PAU 5.7 106

Based on the life of a real boy, Charley Goddard, who lies his way into the Union Army at the age of 15. Charley has never been anyplace 
beyond Winona, Minnesota, and thinks war would be a great adventure.

Song Of Solomon Morrison, Toni FIC MOR 5.0 337

The story of four generations of an African American family.

Song of the Buffalo Boy Garland, Sherry FIC GAR 5.5 282

Seventeen-year-old Loi's family promises to wed her to an older man, so she flees to Ho Chi Minh City and, with her buffalo-herding 
boyfriend, prepares to leave for America in search of her biological father.

Song of the River Harrison, Sue FIC HAR 589

Storyteller Trilogy # 1. It is the tale of Chakliux, abandoned as a baby to die on the Arctic ice, only to be rescued and raised to manhood by 
K'os, a cold and cunning woman seeking vengeance on the men who defiled her.

Sophie's Choice Styron, William FIC STY 562

Three stories are told: a young Southerner wants to become a writer; a turbulent love-hate affair between a brilliant Jew  and a beautiful 
Polish woman; and of an awful wound in that woman's past--one that impels both Sophie and Nathan toward destruction.

Sorceress Rees, Celia FIC REE 5.6 342

Eighteen-year-old Agnes, a Mohawk Indian who is descended from a line of shamanic healers, uses her own newly-discovered powers to 
uncover the story of her ancestor, a seventeenth-century New England English healer.

Source, The Michener, James A. FIC MIC 1088

Western Galillee (Israel/Palestine). 20th century/past. The objects found on an archaeological expedition in Western Galilee provide the link 
to stories from many different eras spanning the history of Israel.

Spider's Voice, The Skurzynski, Gloria FIC SHU 220

Aran is a young mute person who can hear and becomes involved in the adventures of Eloise and Abelard.
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Starving Time, The: Elizabeth's Diary, Book Two Herm es, Patricia FIC HER 3.2 0

Nine-year-old Elizabeth keeps a journal of her experiences in the New World as she encounters Indians, suffers hunger and the death of 
friends, and helps her father build their first home."

Steal Away Armstrong, Jennifer FIC ARM 206

Susannah, a teenage orphan reluctantly transplanted from Vermont to Virginia, and Bethlehem, the slave assigned to her, decide to escape 
together.

Stone Heart Glancy, Diane FIC GLA 156

Journeying alongside Lewis and Clark on their expedition to the west, young Shoshoni Sacajawea records her spiritual experiences, which 
include her observances of the natural world's messages.

Stones from the River Hegi, Ursula FIC HEG 7.0 0

Trudi a short undesirable, learns that being different is a secret that all humans share.

Storm Warriors Carbone, Elisa Lynn FIC CAR 5.5 168

In 1895, after his mother's death, twelve-year-old Nathan moves with his father and grandfather to Pea Island off the coast of North Carolina, 
where he hopes to join the all-black crew at the nearby lifesaving station, despite his father's objections.

Streams To The River O'Dell, Scott FIC ODE 4.8 191

A young Indian woman accompanied experiences joy and heartbreak when she joins the Lewis and Clark expedition.

String in the Harp, A Bond, Nancy FIC BON 5.2 370

Wales, 6th century and contemporary.  A contemporary teen who has recently moved to Wales finds a 6th century artifact-a tuning key for a 
harp-which draws him into the past.

Summer of My German Soldier Greene, Bette FIC GRE 5.2 199

When her small hometown in Arkansas becomes the site of a camp housing German prisoners during World War II, 12-year-old Patty Bergen 
(Jewish) learns what it means to open her heart.

Sun Also Rises, The Hemingway, Ernest FIC HEM 251

The story of a group of Americans and English on a sojourn from Paris to Palomar, evokes in poignant detail, life among the expatriates on 
Paris's Left Bank during the 1920s and conveys in brutally realistic descriptions the power and danger of bullfighting in Spain.

Sweetgrass Hudson, Jan FIC HUD 4.2 159

Living on the western Canadian prairie in the nineteenth century, Sweetgrass, a fifteen-year-old Blackfoot Indian girl, saves her family from a 
smallpox epidemic and proves her maturity to her father.

Tale of Two Cities, A Dickens, Charles FIC DIC 9.7 379

Unjustly imprisoned for 18 years in the Bastille, Dr. Alexander Manette is reunited with his daughter Lucie and safely ensconced in London 
when the pair are summoned to the Old Bailey to testify against a young Frenchman falsely charged with treason.

Tears of the Salamander, The Dickinson, Peter FIC DIC 6.6 197

When Alfredo, a twelve-year-old choir boy in eighteenth-century Italy, loses his family in a fire, he goes to live with Uncle Giorgio, who he 
discovers is a sorcerer in control of the fires of Mt. Etna with sinister plans for his nephew.

Tess of the D'Urbervilles Hardy, Thomas FIC HAR 9.5 374

After her impoverished family learns of its noble lineage, naive Tess Durbeyfield is sent to make an appeal to a nearby wealthy family who 
bear the ancestral name d'Urberville.
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Texas Michener, James FIC MIC 1185

Texas finds itself the site for many events from 1527 to the present, including the Battle of the Alamo.

Things They Carried, The O'Brien, Tim FIC OBR 5.8 273

Stories of soldiers who served in the Vietnam war.

This Vast Land: A Young Man's Journal of the Lewis and Ambrose, Stephen E. FIC AMB 6.6 293

Tells the story of an 18-year-old member of the Lewis and Clark expedition, whose diary details his five-year journey with the Corps of 
Discovery.

Through A Glass Darkly Koen, Karleen FIC KOE 755

A big, rich woman's novel, set in 18th-century England and France, tells the story of Barbara Alderley and the passionate quests that shape 
her life.

Through The Ivory Gate Dove, Rita FIC DOV 6.4 278

Returning to her Ohio hometown to work as "artist in residence" at a local school, puppeteer Virginia King is forced to confront her memories 
of her own childhood, racial bigotry, family, and growing up.

Time Enough for Drums Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 249

Sixteen-year-old Jem struggles to maintain the status quo at home in Trenton, New Jersey, when the family men join the war for 
independence.

Tin Drum, The Grass, Günter FIC GRA 591

Meet Oskar Matzerath, "the eternal three-year-old drummer." On the morning of his third birthday, dressed in a striped pullover and patent 
leather shoes, and clutching his drumsticks and his new tin drum, young Oskar makes an irrevocable decision…

To Spoil the Sun Rockwood, Joyce FIC ROC 5.2 180

Forewarned by omens, a sixteenth century Cherokee Indian village in the southern Appalachians is struck by an "invisible fire," a smallpox 
epidemic brought by European explorers. 

To the Edge of the World Torrey, Michele FIC TOR 233

In 1519, after the death of his parents, fourteen-year-old Mateo Macias becomes cabin boy to Ferdinand Magellan on a dangerous journey in 
search of a route to the fabled Spice Islands.

Tortilla Flat Steinbeck, John FIC STE 207

In the shabby district called Tortilla Flat above Monterey, California lives a gang whose exploits compare to those of King Arthur's knights.

Touch Wood Roth-Hano, Renee FIC ROT 297

In this autobiographical novel set in Nazi-occupied France, Renée, a young Jewish girl, and her family flee their home in Alsace and live a 
precarious existence in Paris until Renée and her sister escape to the shelter of a Catholic school in Normandy.

Traitor, The: Golden Mountain Chronicles, 1885 Yep, Laurence FIC YEP 4.8 310

In 1885, a lonely illegitimate American boy and a lonely Chinese American boy develop an unlikely friendship in the midst of prejudices and 
racial tension in their coal mining town of Rock Springs, Wyoming.

Transport 7-41-R Degens, T. FIC DEG 171

The nameless heroine is neither a Jew nor a Nazi, but a sharp-witted German teenager with an instinct for survival, a keen eye for the 
absurdities of war and peace, and a capacity for compassion that she doesn't know exists.
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Tree Grows in Brooklyn, A Smith, Betty FIC SMI 5.8 430

Francie Nolan, avid reader, penny-candy connoisseur, and adroit observer of human nature, has much to ponder in colorful, turn-of-the-
century Brooklyn.

Tristan & Iseult Sutcliff, Rosemary FIC SUT 150

Long before the time of chivalrous knight and fair ladies, Tristan defeats Ireland's greatest warrior and gains the friendship of his uncle, the 
King of Cornwall, who entrusts him with a very special mission: to sail the seas in search of a queen.

Trouble Don't Last Pearsall, Shelley FIC PEA 4.8 237

Samuel, an 11 year old Kentucky slave attempts to escape to Canada via the Underground Railroad.

Troy Geras, Adèle FIC GER 4.9 358

Told from the point of view of the women of Troy, portrays the last weeks of the Trojan War, when women are sick of tending the wounded, 
men are tired of fighting, and bored gods and goddesses find ways to stir things up.

Turn Homeward, Hannalee Beatty, Patricia FIC BEA 4.9 193

During the closing days of the Civil War, plucky 12-year-old Hannalee Reed, sent north to work in a Yankee mill, struggles to return to the 
family she left behind in war-torn Georgia.

Turn Of The Screw, The James, Henry FIC JAM 313

The story unfolds with the arrival of a new governess at a remote country estate. She has been hired by the uncle of two young orphans to 
take complete charge of the children's lives and upbringing. Her first peaceful weeks are disturbed by the apparition of the ghosts of two evil 
servants who once served in the house.

Twenty Years After Dumas, Alexander FIC DUM 845

In the sequel to The Three Musketeers, Anne of Austria becomes regent after the death of Louis XIII, and she survives the Fronde as Charles 
I is executed in England.

Two Suns in the Sky Bat-Ami, Miriam FIC BAT 223

During World War II, a 15-year-old girl meets a young Jewish refugee in a New York shelter and soon learns the history behind her city 
through interaction with her new friend, as well as the barriers that exist when different cultures unite.

Unknown Soldier, The Hastings, Michael FIC HAS 327

The U.S. government is going to bury the Unknown Soldier of the Vietnam War. Finding an unknown was almost impossible. The Army's 
forensic team could always match a returning soldiers remains to a name back home.

Valley of Horses, The Auel, Jean M. FIC AUE 6.6 0

Cruelly cast out by the new leader of the ancient Clan that adopted her as a child, Ayla leaves those she loves behind and travels alone 
through a stark, open land filled with dangerous animals but few people, searching for the Others.

Vanity Fair Thackeray, William FIC THA 12.4 830

Becky Sharp and her husband stand in contrast to the lives of Dobbin and Amelia in this revelation of societal classes.

Virginian, The Wister, Owen FIC WIS 6.3 452

This powerful story of the silent stranger who rides into the uncivilized West and defeats the forces of evil embodies one of the most enduring 
themes in American mythology.

Walk across the sea Fletcher, Susan FIC FLE 4.3 214

In late nineteenth-century California fifteen-year-old Eliza Jane McCully defies the townspeople and her lighthouse-keeper father to help a 
Chinese boy who has been kind to her.
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Walking To The Bus Rider Blues Robinet, Harriette FIC ROB 4.1 146

12 year old Alfa Merryfield and her family struggle for survival in the poverty of Montgomery Alabama

War and Peace Tolstoy, Leo FIC TOL 10.1 696

Russian history - Alexander I - 1801-1825. War and Peace is primarily concerned with the histories of five aristocratic families--particularly the 
Bezukhovs, the Bolkonskys, and the Rostovs.

War Comes to Willy Freeman Collier, James L. FIC COL 4.9 178

A free thirteen-year-old black girl in Connecticut is caught up in the horror of the Revolutionary War and the danger of being returned to 
slavery when her patriot father is killed by the British and her mother disappears.

Water Sky George, Jean Craighead FIC GEO 4.7 212

This book addresses the issues of conservation and cultural heritage as New Englander Lincoln Noah Stonewright spends the summer in 
Alaska with the family of an Eskimo whaling captain.

Way To Rainy Mountain, The Momaday, Scott FIC MOM 5.9 88

The talker of the Kiowa myths.

Way West, The Guthrie, A. B. FIC GUT 340

An enormously entertaining classic, THE WAY WEST brings to life the adventure of the western passage and the pioneer spirit. The sequel 
to THE BIG SKY, this celebrated novel charts a frontiersman's return to the untamed West in 1846.

West Against the Wind Murrow, Liza K. FIC MUR 4.6 232

Fourteen-year-old Abigail Parker, traveling west in 1850, has a touch of "gold fever". A spirited rebel, Abby dreams of buying her own land 
and hopes to find her father, who is missing in California.

West to a Land of Plenty Murphy, Jim FIC MUR 5.2 204

Italian-American Teresa Viscardi and her family travel to the Idaho Territory along with a number of other Easterners to settle in a town aptly 
named Opportunity. Her diary begins on the train that will take them to the Dakota Territory.

When Legends Die Borland, Hal FIC BOR 5.2 216

A modern Indian boy is left alone to live in the wilderness

When Will this Cruel War Be Over Deneberg, Barry FIC DEN 6.6 156

A Confederate girl in Gordonsville, Virginia, in 1864, Emma Simpson writes about the hardships of growing up during a turbulent time, as the 
Civil War tears her family and her nation apart.

Where Eagles Dare MacLean, Alistair FIC MAC 207

A team of British Special Forces commandos parachutes into the high peaks of the Austrian Alps with the mission of stealing into an 
invulnerable alpine castle—accessible only by aerial gondola—the headquarters of Nazi intelligence.

Where Shadows Lie Lynch, Miriam FIC LYN 218

"It was an old diary, but it held the clues to the evils that plagued Elizabeth Gray House."

Who Chased Away Sorrow, The Turner, Ann Warren FIC TUR 5.0 195

A journal of a young Navajo girl who is forced by American soldiers to leave her home and traditions behind.
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Wild Girls, The Murphy, Pat FIC MUR 4.1 0

When thirteen-year-old Joan moves to California in 1972, she becomes friends with Sarah, who is timid at school but an imaginative leader 
when they play in the woods, and after winning a writing contest together they are recruited for an exclusive summer writing class that gives 
them new insights into themselves and others.

Wild Ride to Heaven Watts, Leander FIC WAT 4.9 0

A girl with one green eye and the other milky is sold by her drunken father into servitude to two brutish brothers from her poverty-stricken 
pioneer village, downriver from Lake Ontario.

Wildflower Girl Conlon-McKenna, M. FIC CON 173

Thirteen-year-old Peggy O'Driscoll, left orphaned and homeless by the Great Famine of the 1840s, leaves Ireland to seek her fortune in 
America.

Winds of War, The Wouk, Herman FIC WOU 6.6 0

This classic work captures the tide of world events as the compelling tale of a single North American family unfolds and is drawn into the very 
center of the Second World War's maelstrom.

Winter Hero Collier, James L. FIC COL 152

The Winter Hero is narrated by Justin Conkey, a 13 year old boy who wants to be a hero. His father was killed in the Revolutionary War, and 
his sister's husband was a Revolutionary War hero.

Winter of Red Snow Gregory, Kristiana FIC GRE 5.5 173

In her beloved diary, eleven-year-old Abigail Jane Stewart chronicles the despair and the hope of the winter of 1777 and 1778, when she 
witnesses the struggles of George Washington and his soldiers on the fields of Valley Forge.

Witch Child Rees, Celia FIC REE 6.0 261

In 1659, fourteen-year-old Mary Newbury keeps a journal of her voyage from England to the New World and her experiences living as a witch 
in a community of Puritans near Salem, Massachusetts.

With Every Drop of Blood Collier, James L. FIC COL 4.9 235

Before dying of a wound, Pa extracts from Johnny a promise not to become involved in the Civil War and to care for the farm and family. 
Within days, Johnny impulsively succumbs to anger and honor, joining a supply train bound for besieged Richmond.

Without Remorse Clancy, Tom FIC CLA 6.0 750

His work for the CIA is brilliant, cold-blooded and efficient, but who is he? In a harrowing tour de force, phenomenally bestselling author Tom 
Clancy shows how an ordinary man named John Kelly crossed the lines of justice and morality to become the CIA legend known as Mr. 
Clark. It is an unforgettable journey into the heart of darkness, without mercy--without remorse.

Wolf and the Buffalo, The Kelton, Elmer FIC KEL 0

This is the poignant story of a freed slave who goes west with the army and confronts much more than the hostilities of the Comanche and 
Kiowa.

Wolf by the Ears Rinaldi, Ann FIC RIN 4.3 252

An intense, provocative story of a slave, Harriet Hemings, who some believe was the daughter of Thomas Jefferson.

Wolfskin Marillier, Juliet FIC MAR 6.2 0

Eyvind wants to be a great Viking warrior and perform honorable deeds in the name of his Warfather god, Thor, and he finally has his chance 
when his leader and friend asks him to find a fabled land where men with courage can go to seize their destiny.

Woman of Nazareth, A Jabbour, Hala Deeb FIC JAB 272

Seeks to air out the Palestinian side of the saga and validate the Palestinian people's emotions. Amal, the heroine, is a woman steeped in 
Middle Eastern tradition seeking to escape to forge a better life for herself and her children.
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Wounded Yankee Morris, Gilbert FIC MOR 5.0 304

His outer wounds had healed. But the inner wounds of war had left a deeper mark. The wilderness beckoned to him with a new life. Can the 
wilderness restore what the war has stolen from this son of Winslow?

Yukon Queen Morris, Gilbert FIC MOR 5.7 285

Late in 1896, Cassidy Winslow leaves his family's ranch in Wyoming to pursue his own fortunes but is hardly prepared for life in New York.

Zia O'Dell, Scott FIC ODE 5.1 144

Zia, a young Indian girl is caught between the traditional world of her mother and the present world of the Mission.
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